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first ride 2025 orbea rise lt more torque more
travel Apr 27 2024

may 2 2024 by jessie may morgan follow share add to favorites 84
comments first ride orbea rise lt photos by jérémie reuiller orbea was
one of the early proponents of the light assist

tested 2023 orbea rise long term review 21
vital mtb Mar 26 2024

tested 2023 orbea rise long term review 21 orbea s next generation
rise drops weight and increases integration is it enough to remain one
of the best lightweight emtbs on the market mountain jerk 8 28 2023
5 00am launched in 2020 the rise was orbea s first sl super light emtb
offering

orbea rise review orbea takes a gamble with
its lightweight Feb 25 2024

the orbea rise takes a very different approach using a smaller battery
and a de tuned shimano ep8 rs motor to create a sub 19kg electric
mountain bike but is it just a limp e mtb that s held back by reduced
power or does orbea s concept bring something genuinely new to the
e table read on for our orbea rise review



new 2025 orbea rise on test the risolution e Jan
24 2024

the 2025 orbea rise rolls into the new season with more suspension
travel a more powerful motor and a bigger battery we ve tested one
for you already

dissected the 2025 orbea rise the loam wolf Dec
23 2023

steep and deep as with the wild and many other of orbea s mountain
bikes the new rise uses their steep and deep philosophy to maximize
seatpost insertion depths in each frame size allowing riders to use the
longest dropper posts possible to obtain the most clearance on the
descents

new orbea orca first ride review a lightweight
renaissance Nov 22 2023

here s how it works reviews new orbea orca first ride review a
lightweight renaissance for the brand s most iconic bike does the
desire to offer a versatile and practical bike overshadow

orbea rise h10 review the loam wolf Oct 21



2023

the orbea rise h is available from the factory in three standard models
from 5 699 h30 up to 7 999 h10 tested the h10 and h30 models come
with 140mm of front and rear wheel travel however we prefer
opting for the 150mm fork upgrade option that is standard on the h15

new 2021 orbea rise first ride review light
emtb with motor Sep 20 2023

we had the opportunity to test orbea s slim 18 18 kg light emtb even
before its official release putting it through the wringer on our local
trails in the black forest orbea rise m team shimano ep8 rs 360 wh 252
wh range extender 150 140 mm f r 18 18 kg in size l 8 999
manfacturer s website the orbea rise in detail

the orbea rise m ltd enduro mountainbike
magazine Aug 19 2023

in our test configuration the rise costs 10 255 which makes it one of
the most affordable bikes on test for an overview of the test fleet head
to the group test the best light e mtb 2023 8 bikes in review the light
emtb orbea rise m ltd 2023 in detail

orbea terra m21e team 1x review gravel bikes



bikeradar Jul 18 2023

orbea terra m21e team 1x review gravel bikes bikeradar

2023 orbea oiz review a superb example of a
modern xc bike Jun 17 2023

11 57kg positives lightweight elegant full carbon frame plush deep
feeling suspension fantastic geometry boosts descending capability
squidlock delivers useful on the fly adaptability negatives headset
cable routing not the quietest bike heavy sluggish dropper post
limited clearance for 2nd bottle

the 2022 orbea rise h15 in our 2022 emtb
budget group test May 16 2023

the orbea combines the smallest battery and weakest motor in the
entire test field requiring more physical effort than its opponents and
thus appealing to a sportier emtb crowd

orbea oiz m pro 2024 review bike test com
Apr 15 2023

summary expirience with the orbea oiz m pro the predecessor of this
bike won the cape epic in 2022 but still had a weakness the rear
triangle was relatively soft this criticism should be a thing of the past
with the oiz m pro a completely new frame with a more massive



rocker link should significantly increase the stiffness of the frame

2023 orbea gain e road bike first ride review
velo Mar 14 2023

2023 orbea gain e road bike first ride review it s 2023 and shoddy
dave s temporarily traded in his old road racing ways for orbea s new
e road bike updated jun 1 2023 dave everett high

orbea orca 2024 first ride review the
renaissance of Feb 13 2023

but how does the bike perform in our first test and what do the
mysterious oquo myo and omx signify why the orbea orca 2024 is not
outdated the predecessor of the new orbea orca 2024 was also an all
rounder combining aero and lightweight construction and was
entirely in line with the trends of its time

orbea laufey h10 2023 review bike test Jan 12
2023

summary expirience with the orbea laufey h10 aabove all the orbea
just feels great orbea is taking no risks when it comes to its bike
handling the moderate geometry data conveys a balanced handling
the upright seating position gives the all mountain von orbea a
comfortable character on climbs the orbea laufey h10 lets you sweat



orbea orca aero m120iltd road bike review
cyclingnews Dec 11 2022

published 11 april 2022 comments image aaron borrill cyclingnews
verdict a well balanced and incredibly fast road bike that weighs more
than it should pros beautiful paintwork

bike test orbea oiz m10 mountain bike action
magazine Nov 10 2022

we chose to test the orbea oiz m10 the middle of the road build kit
that offers all the pedaling performance without the added cost that
comes with shaving off additional grams that said the oiz m10 is still
designed for the racer who aims to stand atop the podium after a cat 1
entry

orbea occam lt m team review singletrack
world magazine Oct 09 2022

the orbea occam lt is an engaging ride it requires and rewards an
accurate rider who pays attention at all times and this test period has
involved sojourns my longtermer orange switch 6 a

orbea launches its demo program do you want



to try a rise Sep 08 2022

are you thinking about buying a bike are you the type of person who
likes to try it out and test it before you buy something then read on
because the orbea demo program has made it very easy try an orbea
rise is possible with orbea demo
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